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Abstract
Hydrologic models enable scientists to predict aquifer responses to proposed anthropogenic
activities. Models can inform decision-making, but it can be unclear how the interests of
multiple stakeholders can be met while satisfying regulatory requirements, especially when
model results include uncertainty. In this study, a town and an agricultural developer represent
two hypothetical stakeholders with competing interests and a shared water resource. The
agricultural developer proposed further use of water for irrigation; they want to minimize their
pumping and water delivery costs. The town wishes to minimize drawdown in their municipal
well due to the proposed pumping. This study shows how competing interests can be balanced
based on predictive modeling. In the model, a pre-existing pumping well represents past, current,
and future pumping to supply the town’s needs. There are three proposed irrigation uses: a well
pumping rates at a fixed rate of 3000 m3/day, 4500 m3/day, and 6000 m3/day for 124 acres of
wheat, pistachio, or cotton, respectively. Ten locations are considered for the irrigation well.
Combining the well location and the pumping rate, a total of 30 designs for the irrigation well
were analyzed. However, based on a utility function developed for the agricultural developer,
cotton was found to be unprofitable. This left 20 designs for wheat and pistachio; the utility of
these designs ranged between zero and 1,124,643 dollars based on a utility curve developed for
the agricultural interest. The projected head in the town well varied between 68.5 m to 73.2 m for
the proposed added agricultural wells; the projected head in the town well with no added
pumping ranges from 73.3 m to 79.4 m. Each design led to multiple possible water levels and
associated utility values for each stakeholder because of uncertainty regarding the hydraulic
properties. This study examines the ways in which different stakeholders, with different levels
of risk tolerance, can make use of hydrologic predictions with uncertainty.
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Introduction
Water is precious and the decisions that we make every day about how to manage our
water resources determine our future. With limited surface water resources and low precipitation
rates, groundwater resources are essential for the well-being of communities in arid and semiarid regions. Unfortunately, the complex nature of groundwater systems leaves stakeholders
vulnerable to making poor decisions, thus leading to a tragedy of the commons (Ferré, 2016). To
facilitate well-informed decision-making amongst stakeholders, hydrologists must provide
accurate forecasts of environmental responses of groundwater systems. Modeling is essential in
forecasting, as it reveals possible system responses to future changes based on current
hydrological data. Projections produced from global climate models (GCMs) improve the
development of (Flint & Flint, 2007). GCMs integrate three primary components of measured
data to effectively quantify the water balance of a basin: evapotranspiration, recharge, and
runoff.
In addition to GCMs, Basin Characterization Models (BCMs) can be used to determine
monthly values of potential evapotranspiration, soil-water storage, localized recharge, and runoff
of basins. Flint and Flint (2007) developed a BCM of 194 basins located in the arid and semiarid
southwestern US That BCM required data inputs of soil type, geology, topography, vegetation
type and distribution, and monthly measurements of precipitation and air temperature. For basins
located in arid and semi-arid regions of the US, recharge magnitude and duration fluctuate
because of variations in climate and geology (Flint et al., 2004). To quantify recharge and its
spatial variability, a simple water balance of potential recharge and runoff can be determined to
estimate the locations of recharge within a basin (Flint et al., 2004).
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The previous methods of hydrologic modeling (e.g. GCM and BCM) enhance
researchers’ and water planners’ understanding of the mechanisms that determine how much
water is available to manage. However, Liu & Gupta (2007) assert that hydrologic forecasts of
water resources are lacking if the associated uncertainty of those predictions are not accurately
estimated. They also suggest that three aspects should be considered when addressing predictive
uncertainty: comprehension, computation, and reduction. To properly comprehend the
uncertainty associated with a model’s results, the sources of uncertainty must be analyzed;
depending on the source of uncertainty, different types of errors may arise. Because of this,
different methods to identify varying errors need to be used to address those errors. By
addressing as many errors as possible, significant sources of uncertainty can be identified to
inform the quality of model results (Liu & Gupta, 2007). To compute predictive uncertainty,
predictions can be represented in a probability distribution determined from model ensembles
that produce multiple hydrologic predictions. With this method, multiple predictions can be
analyzed to provide a broader picture of the possible outcomes associated with a hydrologic
system (Liu & Gupta, 2007). To reduce uncertainty of model results, Liu & Gupta claim three
methods may be used. First, collecting better data of a hydrologic system can improve the
accuracy and precision of the parameters being used to produce model results. Second, model
performance can be improved by better representation of physical processes by enhancing the
mathematics used to represent them. Third, developing methods that can better pinpoint and
incorporate information obtained from model identification and forecast processes can inform
future results and reduce uncertainty.
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Although it is impossible to eliminate all uncertainty from model outputs, taking the
necessary steps to understand and manage the effects uncertainty has on predictive hydrologic
modeling is the key to using hydrologic models effectively in the decision-making process.
Being able to transform current analytics into future outcomes may increase the
likelihood of creating well-informed stakeholders during the decision-making progress. Ferré
(2016) explains the difficulties of transforming raw, scientific data into a medium that is both
informative and appealing to various stakeholders. To avoid alienating stakeholders, he explains
that advocacy models are crucial to satisfying all parties involved in the decision-making
process, and when a models is built to specifically represent stakeholder interests. By using
advocacy models, stakeholders get some form of positive feedback, thus encouraging them to
compromise with other stakeholders to make the best decision (Ferré, 2016). However, it must
be recognized that there are potential dangers when using advocacy models. If a stakeholder
believes their advocacy model holds more truth than another, they may not be willing to
compromise with other stakeholders.
In addition to advocacy models, Ferré (2016) argues that multiple competing models
should be implemented. Multiple competing models yield different predictions of interest that
are plotted on probability distributions to evaluate the weight of each outcome against each
other. By analyzing the marginal differences of probability, stakeholders are provided with
additional, updated data that considers the level of uncertainty associated with the model
parameters. By generating multiple outcomes for many combinations of values of the
parameters, stakeholders are able to see the possible range of different results of a proposed
action, allowing stakeholders and decision-makers to assess the risk associated with the proposed
action, together with a quantitative measure of prediction uncertainty.
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Pluchinotta et al. (2018) claim that Systems Dynamic Modeling (SDM) is an effective
process of groundwater modeling. SDM amplifies the effects of advocacy models by building
social interactions between stakeholders into the model. The interactive space generates potential
responses that stakeholders could have with respect to numerical model outputs (Pluchinotta et
al., 2018). Incorporating social factors into the modeling process helps strengthen the
transformation of numerical data into stakeholder action.
In contrast to Pluchinotta et al., (2018), Malard et al. (2017) argue that SDM cannot be
effectively transferred into a complex model of a groundwater system. They assert that since the
chances of yielding incorrect model outputs are already high for purely computational models,
social factors – which tend to be even less predictable – should not be explicitly built into them.
Rather, they recommend that software called Tinamit1 should be used. Tinamit is a Python code
that represents three models: physically-based models, SDM models, and coupled models. By
analyzing the numerical and social models separately, as well as together, the effects that those
models have on each other can be determined and analyzed.
Although it is valuable to use software such as Tinmait, there are often time and money
limitations on the modeling process. To overcome such restrictions, Yoon et al. (2013) proposed
the use of calibrated models, which often have a limited number of parameters built into them,
based on incomplete observations taken in the field. Therefore, using calibrated models does not
eliminate uncertainty, but they are still an indispensable tool for decision making. By creating
multiple parameter spaces for a single model, the likelihoods of those parameter spaces,
compared to each other and a null parameter space, can provide a stronger basis for statistical

1

Brand names are included for reference and documentation purposes only, and do not reflect an endorsement on
the part of the author.
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analyses of model uncertainty (Yoon et al., 2013). This uncertainty can then be used to
supplement the shortcomings of less-computationally-capable models.
Similar to Yoon et al. (2013), Rojas et al. (2010) argue that field observations should be
used to measure the accuracy of models. By comparing model outputs to field measurements,
one can determine how well a model is performing. For parameters that exhibit high spatial
variability, like hydraulic conductivity, a different approach must be taken to test model
accuracy. Rojas et al. (2010) proposed that another approach to reducing model uncertainty is to
consider the full likelihood response surface within a Bayesian framework. The Bayesian
framework is comprised of quantitative evaluations of the likelihood distributions of a parameter.
By analyzing those distributions, a function can be assigned to a parameter, thus reducing, or at
least more completely defining, the prediction uncertainty.
Kourakos and Mantoglou (2012) advocate for the use of calibrated models, as described
by Yoon et al. (2013) and Rojas et al. (2010). However, they are critical of the parameter
assumptions made while calibrating models. In inverse modeling, observations collected from a
system are used to calibrate the parameters of a model. The result is a set of parameters that
produce model outputs that match the observations from the actual system. However, if too much
weighting is given to a single parameter over others, the calibrated model may not accurately
represent the physical processes actually taking place in a system. For example, Kourakos and
Mantoglou (2012) assert that hydraulic conductivity is revered as one of the most influential
parameters of a groundwater system. Because of its importance, modelers often give hydraulic
conductivity more weight than the other parameters present within the system. They further
argue that this conceptual application creates a pitfall in modeling. Because of the complex
nature of groundwater systems, one cannot assume that hydraulic conductivity is the most
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influential parameter in every situation (Kourakos and Mantoglou, 2012). They argue that
recharge and boundary conditions can have a greater impact for some hydrologic systems. If
those characteristics are not representative of the actual system, then parameters determined
through inverse modeling can be poorly estimated. The resulting model may predict results that
match the data collected from a system, but the physical processes assumed within that model
will not accurately represent those present in the system.
Combining multiple forms of calibration models, Mohamed et al. (2016) performed an
analysis on the depletion of groundwater in the Khatt Basin in the United Arab Emirates. They
observed that excessive pumping for irrigation reduced subsurface flow by 10%. To predict how
long the Khatt Basin water resources will last, they used MODFLOW to generate a series of
models. Steady-state calibration, transient calibration, verification simulation, and forecast
models were developed. The two calibration models provided a foundation from which
comparisons could be made between current conditions and future predictions. The verification
simulation model checked that the calibration models were consistent with existing data. Finally,
the forecast models generated predictions of how much water will remain in the Khatt Basin by
2035.
Two ways in which community stakeholders might proceed in the decision-making
process regarding water allocation are Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Borda Count (BC)
(Srdjevic et al., 2017). AHP is used to prioritize and categorize different management strategies
introduced by different stakeholders. Once the management strategies are established, BC
involves each stakeholder ranking their preferences from most to least desirable. With these
methods, AHP results in a finalized set of the three most desired strategies chosen by all
stakeholders involved. When those three plans are chosen, BC can be used to determine the final
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ranking of water management plans. When using AHP followed by BC, each stakeholder brings
their own personal interests to the table when ranking different management plans.(Srdjevic et
al., 2017). Therefore, one must bear in mind that the social biases of stakeholders play an integral
part in the overall decision-making process.
Turner et al. (2004) claim that economic valuation of water resources can create a
framework for assessing the trade-offs between competing interests of the same water resources.
They also assert that the economic value of water resources may be dictated by the state of a
society and how much utility a water resource provides them. Generally, the utility of
individuals in society is shaped by the monetary price they are prepared to pay in return for
goods and services regarding a water resource. Along with monetary valuation, Turner et al.
claim that the valuation of water resources should be standardized to represent the actual
availability of a water resource to a society. With groundwater resources, several steps must be
taken before it can be effectively used by society. Because of this, the valuation of groundwater
can be heavily influenced by the initial costs needed to transport it to society. According to
Turner et al., water valuation can be categorized in two ways: use and non-use values. With use
values, individuals experience direct contact with a water resource. Those include drinking
water, irrigation practices, and recreational use. With non-use values, individuals gain value from
a water resource through indirect means. Those include conservation of water resources, removal
of contaminants from water resources, and maintenance of natural habitats.
Building on the different approaches of modeling previously discussed, this study will
qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the objectives of two hypothetical stakeholders. The
analysis will operate within a Bayesian framework of multiple competing models to quantify the
benefit of each model outcome for each stakeholder. The analysis will not, however, use Systems
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Dynamic Modeling (SDM) or Interaction Space (IS) when generating model outcomes. The
computational uncertainty that comes with SDM and IS will thus be avoided, and the social
aspect of the model will be supplemented with an analysis of the decision-making process using
utility functions generated independently for the two stakeholders.

Study Description
In this study, a model representing a basin located in the Mountain West region of the US
is used to aid water management between two competing hypothetical stakeholders: a town and
an agricultural developer. The town has a pumping well to obtain potable water from the aquifer
for its population. The agricultural developer wishes to be granted permission by the town to
install an irrigation well and cultivate a farm field for crop production. In this study, the value of
using predictive hydrologic modeling in the decision-making process of water resource
allocation is demonstrated by analyzing the trade-offs produced for both stakeholders
simultaneously. Each hypothetical stakeholder represents an aspect of water valuation. The town
has a quasi-option valuation of the aquifer present in the basin model: they are open to the
possibility of allowing agricultural development in the basin to provide jobs and an additional
food source for their population; however, the town will not grant water rights to the agricultural
developer until evidence is provided that the risks associated with the farm field and irrigation
well to the town’s water resource is “acceptably small”. Many of the analyses presented in this
study involve considerations of how stakeholders evaluate the acceptability of risk.
Alternatively, the agricultural developer has a direct use valuation of the aquifer. The agricultural
developer’s utility of the aquifer relies solely on their ability to obtain enough water to irrigate
their crops. Therefore, the agricultural developer must come to an agreement with the town if
they are to gain any benefit from the aquifer.
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The model in this study was built using MODFLOW (Langevin et al., 2017; Hughes et al.,
2017). The model represents an alluvial aquifer that is typical of those found in the Southwest
Region of the US (Anderson, 1995). The surface of the model domain represents the topography
of a generic basin. In that basin, a stream extends across the center of the domain. Its streambed
elevation is one m below the ground surface and its stage is a constant level of 0.5 m. With a
constant stage in the stream, there is no seasonality in flow. Excluding seasonality represents a
lack of snowpack melt that is often present in less arid climates.
This model represents a basin located in an arid climate that is subject to hotter
temperatures and reduced precipitation. Because of this, there is not an increase in stream stage
during the Spring from snowpack melt. Furthermore, the stream captures half of the groundwater
particles that enters its cells, making it a weak sink. Along the left boundary of the domain,
topographical and hydrologic characteristics define mountain-front recharge in that area of the
model. Looking at Figure 1, the stream begins at the edge of the left boundary in the recharge
zone that experiences mountain-front recharge. In that region, the stream will interact with
groundwater flow that is within one m below the ground surface. As the stream extends across the
model, the depth to groundwater increases and the stream elevation is no longer deep enough to
reach the groundwater. At that point, the stream becomes disconnected from the aquifer.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the model used in this study. “NO-FLOW ZONE”, shown in black,
indicates the regions where the aquifer is impermeable. The agricultural well, labeled “AG
WELL,” is shown in one of the 30 locations analyzed. The agricultural field, labeled “AG FIELD,”
is shown in the single location used for each model output. Similarly, the locations of the town
well and town recharge basin remain constant throughout this study. The blue region labeled
“RECHARGE ZONE” shows the location of mountain-front recharge. The “LOW-K ZONE,”
shown in gray, represents the region of the middle layer where K values are reduced. (Fandel,
2018)
Approaching the center of the model domain, Figure 1 shows the surface elevation drops,
representing the valley of the basin. The overall surface elevation from the left to right boundary
decreases, reaching a minimum where the stream meets the edge of the right boundary. Figure 1
also shows the right boundary of the model domain is a constant head boundary of 70 m. With a
constant head of 70 m, the predominant direction of groundwater flow is maintained from the left
to right boundary. This represents an aquifer that has a recurring source of water (in this case,
mountain-front recharge) coupled with a higher land surface elevation to maintain groundwater
flow from the left boundary of the model.
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By structuring the model within generalized conditions of a basin located in an arid climate,
the projected model outcomes can reasonably represent the potential effects that pumping water
has on an alluvial aquifer located in a dry environment.
The base model represents the aquifer and the town well. From this base model, the
agricultural developer proposes to add a cultivated field and an irrigation well. A total of 30 designs
were modeled in this study. Ten potential irrigation well locations were simulated in the model
domain. The pumping rates at the ten locations were determined by which crop the agricultural
developer would be growing for production (wheat, cotton, or pistachio). The location of the
agricultural field remained constant across the 30 designs.
For each design, an ensemble of 50 models was produced; each model in the ensemble
had different values for a set of hydraulic parameters. The hydrologic parameters are considered
uncertain (discussed in more detail below). As a result, there are many plausible models of the
system, each of which may lead to different predicted impacts of each pumping design. Many of
the model outcomes will leave one party satisfied and the other dissatisfied, which complicates
the decision-making process for both the town and agricultural developer.
In the absence of available data, this study makes use of ‘truth models’, which can be
used to examine ‘what if’ conditions. Truth models provide synthetic data by producing head
values from different variations of likely model parameters. With those head values, the
likelihoods of the ensemble models can be determined by how well their head predictions match
those of the truth models. That is, if a particular model represents reality, but there is limited
field data, could we adjust the likelihoods of all of the models to make more likely predictions?
In this sense, if some models appease both parties, the likelihoods that these models are the best
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representation of reality has a major impact on the final decision of the irrigation well location.
Of course, determining the model likelihoods can only be achieved through field data collection.
Trade-offs in model outcomes between the town and agricultural developer can be
analyzed with a trade-off plot. The trade-off plots produced in this study compare the projected
outcomes of each design for both stakeholders. A Pareto front is made up of the points in a
trade-off plot where the interests of each stakeholder are optimized. Any point on the Pareto
front may benefit one stakeholder more than the other. The balance of these benefits would be
the subject of negotiations. However, designs that do not produce Pareto optimal outcomes can
be eliminated from consideration, which simplifies the decision-making process.
This study first shows how deterministic models can be used to define the Pareto front.
Then, we examine the complications that are introduced when model predictions are uncertain.
Prediction uncertainties can be a difficult to convey to the public. Therefore, a secondary
objective of this study is to explore how multi-model approaches can be used to better
communicate prediction uncertainty and to put it in a decision-making context. The overall goal
of this work is to show that consideration of the risk-tolerance of stakeholders, combined with
multi-model analyses, can lead to more transparent, more robust water resources decisions. For
the case study examined, simplified trade-off plots allow the town and agricultural developer to
recognize the risk associated with each outcome and the impacts of uncertainties related to these
risks, which improves the stakeholders’ abilities to make better-informed decisions about the
allocation of their shared water resource under uncertainty.
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Materials and Methods
The utility of water to the agricultural developer is based on the expected profit from the
crop less the costs of pumping and water delivery to the farm. The size of the farm field in the
model is 124 acres, or 501810 m2. The irrigation rates for wheat, cotton, and pistachio are 3000
m3/day, 4500 m3/day, and 6000 m3/day, respectively (Ferré, 2018). The duration of irrigated
growing seasons used for wheat, cotton, and pistachio were seven months (Environmental
Research Service, 1994), five months (Supak et al., 2001), and seven months (Beede et al.,
2004), respectively. To determine the amount of energy needed (in kW hours) to pump the
amount of water needed to support the crop for the entire duration of the growing time, the
following equation was used:

=

.

(Hunter Water Corporation, 2013)

(1)

where
Q = pumping rate (L/s)
H = total pumping head (m)
t = duration of pumping per year (hrs)
eff = pump efficiency
For all 30 designs, the constant pumping rate through the water delivery system was 85
L/s, or 3 ft3/s. The total pumping head (H) was determined by assessing the hydraulic head at
each of the 10 potential irrigation well locations and the difference in elevation between the
irrigation well locations and the elevation of the farm. For instance, if an irrigation well location
was 10 m below the farm field, that difference in elevation head was subtracted from the value of
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the hydraulic head in the irrigation well in that location. Conversely, if an irrigation well location
had a higher elevation than the farm, then the only component of the total pumping head was the
hydraulic head gradient in the irrigation well. The pump efficiency was assumed to be 0.85 for
all designs.
The amount of electricity used by the agricultural developers was multiplied by the cost
per kilowatt hour to calculate the cost of pumping. Because this aquifer was designed to
represent the Mountain West region of the US, the cost of electricity used for each of the 30
designs was $12.8/kWH, the price of electricity in the state of Arizona (Jiang, 2011).
Similar to the agricultural developer, the town’s cost of pumping water from their well
was defined by Equation (1) and the price of electricity in Arizona. Hence, the higher the
hydraulic head is in the town well, the lower the total pumping head needed to extract water from
the aquifer. To reduce pumping costs and maintain their water supply, the town’s utility was
defined by maximizing the hydraulic head in their town well. For this study, costs associated
with the water level in the town well falling below the screened interval of the town well,
requiring drilling a new water supply well, were not considered. However, this could be added
to the town’s utility function, as discussed below.
To calculate the cost of materials for a water delivery pipeline from an irrigation well to
the farm field, the distance between the two is determined using the grid system on the surface of
the model domain. The grid system is a 50x50 cell layout, with each cell having side lengths of
1000 m. The location of each cell is defined by the row and column it resides in. The Northwest
corner of the farm field is located in row 20 and column 19. To calculate the distance from a
potential irrigation well location to the Northwest corner of the farm field, the straight-line
distance from the well location to the Northwest corner of the farm was used.
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Each potential irrigation well location is shown on Figure 2. Irrigation well locations are
represented with the following notation: [Cell Row Number, Cell Column Number].

Farm

Town Well
Stream
Stream

Figure 2. Plan view of the surface of the model domain with irrigation well locations, farm location,
town well location, and stream location. Vertical axis represents row numbers of model domain;
horizontal axis represents column numbers of model domain.

The material used to build the hypothetical delivery pipeline in this study was 8.625-inch
inner diameter steel piping. The amount of steel piping per foot is 16.96lbs, with the cost of steel
piping being $0.40/lb (Saginaw Pipe, 2020). Hence, to determine the total cost of materials for
the water delivery pipeline, the following equation was used:

=
where

$ .

∗

.

∗

.

(2)
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D = distance between potential irrigation well location and Northwest cell [16, 19] of
farm (m)
= cost of materials for water delivery pipeline.
Note that a conversion factor of 1/0.3048 was applied to convert the value of D from
meters to feet.
To determine the profit earned from crop production, the monetary values of wheat, cotton, and
pistachio were determined. Wheat was valued at $5.70 per bushel (Macrotrends LLC, 2020) with
a bushel yield of 100 bushels per acre (Langemeier and Purdy, 2019). Cotton was valued at
$0.66 per pound (Agricultural Marketing Service & Cotton and Tobacco Program, 2019) with a
yield of 895 pounds per acre (USDA 2018). Pistachio was valued at $1.20 per pound (Beede et
al., 2004) with a yield of 1200 pounds per acre (Beede et al., 2004). For each crop, the
agricultural net profit for a 10-year period was determined by subtracting the initial costs of
building the pipeline delivery system and the pumping costs over a 10-year period from the
profit gained from each crop over the course of a 10-year period. No time value of money
considerations were made regarding the timing of capital outlays and crop returns.

Model Design
The base model of the hypothetical aquifer used in this study was created with
MODFLOW (Langevin et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2017). The model simulated an unconfined
aquifer in steady-state. Because of this, no change in aquifer storage occurred over time. With
that set-up, it is assumed that the inflows and outflows of the aquifer remained relatively
balanced throughout the model duration. Those conditions can represent an aquifer that
maintains enough recharge to off-set outflows from groundwater flow and/or well extractions.
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Steady-state conditions can be justified in this case since the right edge of the model domain is
defined as a constant head boundary. The constant head boundary can represent an extensive
aquifer that persists for a considerable distance from that actual bounds of the model domain.
Because of this, any water lost in the aquifer due to town and agricultural activity can be
replenished by the source of water from the constant head boundary. Also, the aquifer in the
model is extremely large, with each cell having a volume of 1,000,000 m3. With such a large
model domain, it takes longer for changes in water levels to propagate through the model, with
some areas of the model having a negligible response to the changes applied at a location far
away.
MODFLOW uses Darcy’s Law to calculate groundwater flow and hydraulic head in
each model cell. In order for Darcy’s Law to be used, the model cells must be saturated.
Therefore, MODLFOW can only calculate flow through cells at and below the water table. In
saturated cells, the Preconditioned Conjugate-Gradient (PCG) MODFLOW package is used to
specify convergence criteria for model results. PCG defines if the model is able to produce
mathematically accurate flow and head results. If not, the model will fail to converge and
produce null results.
The model consists of a grid domain of 50x50 cells, with each cell 1000 m in length in
the x and y directions. Each cell is 1 m long in the z direction. The number and size of cells is
specified with the Discretization Input (DIS) MODFLOW package. The scale of the model was
chosen to allow for the analysis of different elements, such as drawdown from well pumping,
without drying out the aquifer. The datum of the model is marked by 0 m on Figure 1. The
bottom and middle layers are 40 m and 5 m thick, respectively. The number and thickness of
model layers are also specified with the DIS package. Acting as bedrock, there are cells assigned
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as “No-Flow” boundary conditions, where parts of the domain are impermeable. These cells
reside on the left side of the domain within each layer and are indicated with black on Figure 1.
There is a constant head boundary of 70 m on the right side of the domain throughout all the
layers. The remaining lateral boundaries are impermeable to flow, shown in black on Figure 1.
Active, inactive, and designated head of model cells are specified with the Basic (BAS)
MODFLOW package. Used with BAS, the flow to constant head cells and flow to groundwater
storage are specified with the Layer-Property-Flow (LPF) MODFLOW package. The top
boundary conditions have negative fluxes of moisture via evapotranspiration from the low-ET
and high-ET zones of the basin (shown in Figure 1). The ET boundary conditions are specified
with the Evapotranspiration (EVT) MODFLOW package. No precipitation occurs in the model
through the top boundary. A basin located in an arid or semiarid region has extremely deep water
levels. Therefore, the precipitation that would percolate to the water table is represented entirely
by the mountain-front recharge in the model. The amount and distribution of recharge was
specified by the Recharge (RCH) MODFLOW package.
The duration of the model is 100 years, and its time discretization is specified by the DIS
package. The model has 61 stress periods. Stress periods represent periods of time where the
model inputs remain constant. In this case, each stress period is approximately 1.6 years. Within
each stress period, there are 6 time steps. Time steps represent the points in time when flow
calculations are stored. In this model, flow calculations are stored every 100 days.
A town well exists in the model at row 20, column 37. It is screened between 72 m and
77 m below the land surface, within the bottom layer of the aquifer. The pumping rate of the
town well increases every 10 years following the exponential equation: Q = 1.5 * t1.5 (Ferré,
2018), where Q is the volumetric flow rate in m3/day, t is the time in years, and 1.5 is a growth
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factor with the units m3/(day · year). To simulate the pumping rate of the town well, the Well
(WEL) package is used to specify the volumetric flux out of cell [20,37].
Parameter values were chosen to represent an aquifer located in the Mountain West U.S.
An ensemble of 50 models was produced by varying the aquifer parameters, with each parameter
assuming one of five values. The aquifer consists of three layers. The hydraulic conductivity (K)
of the top and bottom layers varies among 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 m/day in the x, y, and z
directions (Anderson, 1995). The middle layer has K identical to the top and bottom layers in
columns 0 to 20. For the remaining cells in the domain, the middle layer has K in the z direction
that is lower. The ratio of K in the z direction to K in the x and y directions varies among 1E-6,
1E-3, 1E-2, 1E-1, and 1 (Anderson, 1995). The unitless specific yield (Sy) of the aquifer varies
among 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 (Anderson, 1995). Recharge applied to the leftmost 15
columns, as shown in Figure 1, represent mountain front recharge, with rates vary among 1E-5,
2E-5, 3E-5, 4E-5, and 5E-5 m/day (Meixner et al., 2016). The ET rates in the low-ET zone vary
among 1E-6, 5E-6, 1E-5, 5E-5, and 1E-4 m/day. The model has a stream in row 26 across the
entire surface of the model. Near the stream, ET rates are elevated. In this high-ET zone, the
ratio of high-ET zone rates in the riparian area to low-ET zone rates of the rest of the domain
varies among 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 (Meixner et al., 2016). The parameter value ranges are shown
in Table 1. Allowing six hydraulic parameters to have one of five values each results in 15625
possible models. Therefore, the ensemble of 50 models represents an intentionally undersampled set, mimicking the level of analysis that is likely to be employed in most practical
modeling applications.
While some aquifer parameters varied, others remained constant. Based on the work of
Anderson (1995), the porosity of the aquifer was assigned a value of 0.10, specific storage was
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0.0001, and the K of the streambed was 1000 m/day. The stream’s roughness coefficient was
0.04. The streambed elevation was 1 m below the surface, and the stream had a fixed stage of 0.5
m. Stream parameters were specified with the Stream (STR) package.

Experimental Design
For a real, applied, deterministic model-based study, the goal is to represent the true
physical system as closely as possible with a single best-fit model. An applied multi-model
approach seeks to represent the uncertainties about the system with the model ensemble. In this
study, which is based on a hypothetical basin, there is no true physical condition. To represent
different possible true conditions, five truth models were selected. These models were selected
to reflect a range of conditions with respect to the utility functions of both stakeholders. That is,
some model parameter values were chosen because they resulted in especially good (or bad)
conditions for the town (or the agricultural developer). In addition to providing the predictions
upon which the costs are based (water levels at the town and agricultural wells), the truth models
provide head measurements at each cell in the model domain before the proposed agricultural
development is added (the current condition). These data are used for model likelihood
assessment. None of the truth models are included in the model ensemble. The parameter values
of Truth Models 1-5 are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. A table of parameter value ranges used to produce ensemble models.

Parameter
Kx=Ky=Kz
Kz ratio in low K layer
Sy
Mountain Front Recharge
ET in Valley
Ratio of ET along Stream

Values
[5, 10, 25, 50, 100]
[1e-6, 1e-4, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1]
[0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3]
[1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5]
[1e-6, 5e-6, 1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-4]
[1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3]

Unit
m/day
[-]
[-]
m/day
m/day
[-]
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Table 2. A table of parameter value ranges used to produce truth models.
Parameters

Truth Model 1 Truth Model 2

Truth Model 3

Truth Model 4 Truth Model 5

Kx=Ky=Kz [m/day]
Kz ratio in low K
layer [-]

5

15

5

65

100

1

1

1e-2

1

1e-2

Sy [-]
Mountain Front
Recharge [m/day]
ET in Valley
[m/day]
Ratio of ET along
Stream [-]

0.15

0.3

0.15

0.085

0.3

1e-5

3e-5

4e-5

5e-5

3e-5

5e-5

1e-4

5e-5

1e-5

9e-5

2.85

3

1.75

1.75

1

In this study, each truth model can be used to produce virtual data. For example, taking
truth model 5 to represent a possible real condition, we produce synthetic observations of the
current water level at locations [20,35] and [20,30]. We can then determine the likelihood of
each model based on how well their predicted heads at this location match the synthetic
observations.
To calculate the likelihoods of the ensemble models, the square difference between the
head values of the ensemble models and the head values of the truth model at the two locations
are determined. The square difference at the two locations are summed together. Then, the
likelihood of each ensemble model is calculated by taking the inverse of the root of the square
difference divided by the sum of the root of the squared differences of all of the models in the
ensemble (Equation 3).
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Equation (3)
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Where * = the sum of the head levels predicted by the truth model at the two locations (m)
x = the sum of the head levels predicted by an ensemble model at the two locations (m)
n = the total number of ensemble models
L = ensemble model likelihood
Once the likelihoods of each ensemble model are found, the likelihood-weighted average
of the town’s utility can be found. To determine the likelihood-weighted average utility over all
models in the ensemble, the sum of the product of each head prediction in the town well and
each model likelihood for each ensemble model is calculated (Equation 4).
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Equation (4)

Where
Li = likelihood of model i
hi = head prediction in town well (m) for model i
n = number of models in the ensemble

+

,

= likelihood weighted average of head level in town well (m)
With the likelihood-weighted averages of each model ensemble, a single value can be

used to represent the most likely outcome of each agricultural design. This helps to simplify
trade-off plot analyses and the decision-making process.
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Results
The five truth models were chosen to represent a range of possible conditions. To
illustrate how the truth models were chosen, consider the utilities of the agricultural developer
and the town determined for all of the models in the ensemble based on growing wheat with an
irrigation well at [18,18] ( Figure 3a). The utility to the agricultural developer is dominated by
the capital costs; it does not vary significantly with the head in the agricultural well, so it is
constant across models in the ensemble for a given pumping design. In fact, because of this
insensitivity to the water level, it is possible to determine the utility of each of the 30 designs for
the agricultural developer without considering which hydrologic models are representative of the
site conditions.
Figure 3a shows the total pumping cost of the town well versus the agricultural
developer’s cost over ten years for production of wheat with an irrigation well at [18,18]. The 50
models in the ensemble for this design are shown as black points. Costs for the town well for
Truth Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are shown as orange, gray, yellow, blue, and green points,
respectively. From this set of models, sets of parameter values can be chosen that results in
different utilities for the town (colored dots, Figure 3a). A similar analysis can be performed for
each proposed pumping design (Figures 3a-c), which identifies five truth models that collectively
represent a range of possible outcomes for both stakeholders. The truth models are then removed
from the ensemble. In Figure 3b and 3c, the likelihoods of the ensemble models were weighted
against Truth Model 5 and Truth Model 2, respectively. In both figures, higher likelihood models
are shown as large yellow points; moderate likelihood models are shown as medium sized black
points, and the lowest likelihood models are small orange points. To show the representative
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likelihoods of the weighted ensemble models, the likelihood weighted averages are shown as
blue diamonds.
In the absence of any data to assess the relative quality of the models in the ensemble, a
stakeholder has to consider all of the models to be equally likely. Without data, the accuracy and
quality of the model’s results cannot be evaluated. Fortunately, it is rare that models are
constructed with no available data. With synthetic data, the ensemble model likelihoods can be
adjusted.

If stakeholders want to use a single, ‘most representative’ prediction, they should use

the average prediction over the ensemble (a.k.a. the likelihood weighted average, represented by
a blue diamond in Figures 3b and 3c). Or, if they are risk-averse, they may make decisions
based on the ‘worst case’ model (highest cost model on Figures 3b and 3c). This allows us to
show the predicted utility for a specific design for one assumed truth model (Figure 3b) together
with model likelihoods. Now, the stakeholder can consider the likelihood-weighted average
utility, which weights models more highly in the average, if they match the data better
Alternatively, the stakeholder could rely on the ‘worst case likely model’, choosing the highest
cost model that exceeds a certain likelihood threshold. In this case, the worst-case model also
has relatively high likelihood, assuming that Truth Model 5 is correct.
.
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Figure 3 a) Stakeholder costs of wheat design with irrigation well at [18,18] b) The 50
ensemble model likelihoods weighted against truth model 5 are shown for each associated
stakeholder cost. c) The 50 ensemble model likelihoods weighted against truth model 2 are
shown for each associated stakeholder cost.
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Table 3 displays the agricultural 10-year net profit ($) of each design for wheat, cotton,
and pistachio. The table shows that that none of the designs based on the production of cotton
result in a 10-year net profit. Because of this, cotton is eliminated from further analysis in this
study. Furthermore, Table 3 shows the significant differences in agricultural profit between
wheat and pistachio designs. Only four out of the ten wheat designs have an ag utility above
zero. Of those four, the utilities range from about $17,000 and $252,000. On the other hand, all
of the pistachio designs have a utility above zero, along with much higher utilities than the wheat
designs. The utilities of the pistachio designs range from about $730,000 to $1,120,000. Because
they are much more profitable than wheat, the agricultural developer will push for growing
pistachio.

Table 3. Table of 10-year net profit ($) of each potential irrigation well location for wheat, cotton, and
pistachio.

Irrigation Well Location

[0,18,42]
[0,18,18]
[0,10,37]

10-Year Net Profit for
Wheat ($)
0
174247.32
0

[0,20,6]

10-Year Net Profit for 10-Year Net Profit for
Cotton ($)
Pistachio ($)
0

680874.53

0

1043373.66

0

822187.16

0

828459.96

0

734678.19

0

843790.32

0

1116663.06

0

901818.92

0
[0,19,39]
[0,11,36]
[0,13,16]
[0,18,31]

0
0
251904.93
32692.59

[0,25,17]

16877.92

0

886004.26

[13,38]

0

0

967274.56
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The ‘average response’ and ‘worst case’ approaches are simple to understand, but they
don’t represent the way that many stakeholders make decisions. For this study, we consider that
a risk-averse decision-maker may choose a maximin approach, which is when decision-makers
choose a decision that accounts for the highest utility amongst the worst-case scenarios. In this
case, the maximin technique would convince the town’s decision-makers to base their decisions
on the model that predicts the lowest head in the town well for each proposed design. Note that
this model may differ among the designs. Then, the design with the highest utility (based on its
worst-case model) would be preferred. This can be extended to say that the maximin decision
maker would also apply this strategy to the predictions over the truth models. In this case, truth
model 5 has the lowest head projection in the town well (Figure 3a). The stakeholder would
consider the worst-case model that passes a selected likelihood threshold based on synthetic data
produced by truth model 5. That is, the worst plausible model, with plausibility determined
assuming truth model 5, is the ‘advocacy model’ for the town. For the agricultural developer,
advocacy modeling would involve selecting the design that leads to the ‘highest lowest utility’
over all models in the ensemble for all truth model.
At the other end of the decision-making spectrum is a maximax strategy. With a
maximax approach, the best possible outcome is favored above all else. This is an unlikely
decision approach for all but the most risk-tolerant decision makers, but it defines the extreme of
supportable decisions. Figure 3a indicates that Truth Model 2 is the model that would support a
maximax approach from the town’s perspective. This is because truth model 2 projects the
lowest cost for the annual pumping of the town well, thus predicting the highest utility for the
town. Therefore, ensemble models that predict a higher head level in the town well will have a
higher likelihood when weighed against truth model 2. Ensemble models with higher likelihoods
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that predict desirable outcomes will have a better chance of being selected. From the agricultural
developer’s perspective, their utility remains the same across all ensemble models for a single
agricultural design.
Consequently, a stakeholder would consider the models that predict the best outcomes
and also pass a likelihood threshold based on agreement with synthetic data provided by truth
model 2. Truth Models 1, 3, and 4 predict intermediate utilities to the town. Reliance on any of
these models represents a compromise between the maximin and maximax approaches. Also, in
a real application, if data were collected, they may show that truth model 2 or 5 has very low
likelihood (Equation 3 averaged over all models in the ensemble). In that case, the advocacy
models may shift to the worst case model (for each stakeholder) for truth model 1, 3, or 4.
Different decision-making approaches can change how a model’s results are perceived.
For example, Figure 4 is another graph of Ag net profit vs. Annual pumping costs of the town
well. It shows the ensemble of predicted utilities for the agricultural stakeholder and the town for
growing pistachios with an irrigation well located at [19,39], [18,42], or [11,36]. In Figure 4,
ensemble models for [19,39], [18,42], and [11,36] are shown as blue, orange, and gray triangles,
respectively. The utility of each stakeholder is shown on the plot (ag net profit over 10 years on
the vertical axis and head in the town well on the horizontal axis). The green, dashed rectangle
represents a maximin decision-making approach. The red, dashed rectangle represents a
maximax approach. The black, dashed rectangle represents a model centroid approach. The red
stars represent a maximax mindset within a decision-making approach. Alternatively, the green
stars represent a maximin mindset. The black stars represent a model centroid mindset.
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Figure 4. A trade-off plot of three pistachio designs (located at [19,39], [18,42], and [11,36]) viewed from a
maximin, maximax, and model centroid decision-making approach.

If the town is highly conservative with respect to risk, they define the utility of each well
location based on the models that lead to their lowest utility for each design, shown by the green,
dashed rectangle on the right side of the plot. The town’s maximin preference would be to place
the irrigation well at [11,36] because it provided the highest net profit for the ag developer
(~$1.5M), while also accounting for the highest possible annual pumping cost to the town
(~$725K). If the agricultural developer is highly optimistic (risk tolerant), they would consider
the best model for each design (shown by the red dashed box) and they would also prefer the
design with a well at [11,36] following a maximax strategy. In other words, each stakeholder
may consider the same well design differently on the basis of their risk tolerance. However, this
does not mean that they will necessarily prefer different designs.
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Alternatively, if both the town and ag developer took a risk adverse (maximin) approach,
then the chosen design would be a well at [19,39]. With that design, the lowest utilities for both
stakeholders are accounted for. By choosing the design that results in the highest annual
pumping cost for the town and the lowest net profit for the ag developer, both stakeholders can
budget their funds to prepare for the worst case scenario.
Another approach that may be taken by decision-makers is the model centroid approach.
With that approach, rather than considering the predictions of a single model, all of the models in
the ensemble are combined to make predictions. This can be achieved by considering the middle
model in the middle, black dashed box on Figure 4. That is, the utility of each design is assessed
based on the median utility over the ensemble. Since the centroid of each model ensemble is
roughly in the same spot, the town’s annual pumping cost would be ~$610K, or the middle value
in the black rectangle, for each design. Therefore, the town would not favor one design over
another with this approach. Since the ag developer’s net profit is constant across models in each
ensemble, they can take the three different decision-making approaches while still conserving the
town’s model centroid preference. If the ag developer chose to take a maximin approach, then
they would choose a well at [19,39] if they wanted a conservative prediction of their net profit. If
the ag developer opted for a maximax approach, then they would prefer a well at [11,36] since
that design predicted their highest net profit. Lastly, the ag developer could choose to take a
model centroid approach like the town did. If so, then the ag developer would select a well at
[18,42] since that design results in the middle value of their possible net profit (~$900K). The
model centroid approach can also be applied by using the likelihood-weighted average utility for
each design over the ensemble (and over the truth models).
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To visualize the impact that the agricultural development has on the town’s utility, the
projected head measurements in the town well for each potential irrigation well location are
shown in Figures 5a-5f for wheat and pistachio. The projected head measurements in the town

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 5a-5f. Bar charts of the likelihood weighted average projected head measurements (m) in the town well
(shown on the vertical axis) for each potential irrigation well location (shown on the horizontal axis) after agricultural
development has occurred for wheat and pistachio.
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well for wheat are shown in blue, while the projected head measurements in the town well for
pistachio are shown in green. Before using the results of the five truth models to assess the
uncertainty of the head projections of the ensemble models, Figure 5a displays the average
projected head measurement in the town well of the model ensembles where each model
outcome has the same likelihood of occurring. Since no additional data were incorporated at this
point, the chance of each model being true must be equal. As with using a single model in the
decision-making process, the result of that model must be considered true since it is the only
result provided to decision-makers.
To demonstrate how the projected head measurement in the town well changes when
truth models are used to adjust the likelihoods of the ensemble models, Figures 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e,
and 5f show the projected head measurements in the town well when model outcomes are
weighted against data provided by Truth Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The data provided
by each truth model are head measurements in two model cells, [20,35] and [20,30]. Ensemble
model likelihoods are adjusted by comparing how close their head projections are at [20,35] and
[20,30] to those provided by the truth models. Once the likelihoods of the ensemble models are
determined, the new head projection in the town well is calculated by taking the sum of the
product of each predicted head measurement and adjusted likelihood of each ensemble model.
Differences in head levels in the town well for different irrigation well locations may
arise from spatial heterogeneity within the aquifer. For instance, simulating pumping at one
location may extract the majority of its water from one point in the aquifer versus another
irrigation well location. This can be caused by differences in K within the aquifer, requiring the
irrigation well to extract water from more highly permeable media in the aquifer. Moreover, the
relative location of the irrigation well to the town well may influence the magnitude of
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drawdown observed in the town well. With irrigation well locations closer to the town well,
larger drawdown in the town well may occur since changes in that part of the model will be
“felt” in that part of the model the most.
The same analysis was conducted for the annual pumping cost of the town well ($) for
each potential irrigation well location with equal likelihood results and likelihood weighted
results determined with each truth model. Figures 6a-6f show the outcomes of the analysis with
wheat designs in blue and pistachio designs in green. Because the head in the town well does not
demonstrate a large range of variability, it is most likely that the town can rely on its existing
well to provide water for their population. If model results indicated a large range of possible
head levels in the town well, specifically with much lower head predictions, then the town may
have been required to incorporate the costs of drilling an entirely new well to compensate for
lower water levels into the decision-making process. If that were the case, the utility for the town
would vary greatly depending on a certain threshold of water elevation.
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Figure 6a-6f. Bar charts of the annual pumping cost of the town well (shown on the vertical axis) for
each potential irrigation well location (shown on the horizontal axis) after agricultural development has
occurred for wheat and pistachio.
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A trade-off plot shows the expected utility of each design for each stakeholder on
opposing axes. Figure 7a shows the trade-off plot for equal-likelihood weighted outcomes for
the head projections in the town well for each design. Figures 7b, 7c, 7d, 7e, and 7f show the
trade-off plots for the head projections in the town well for model outcomes weighted against
Truth Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Figures 7b-7f show five designs that aim to
simultaneously optimize the parameters of interest (POIs) of the town and agricultural developer.
The five boxed designs (i.e. boxed markers in Figures 7b – 7f) all simulate pistachio with
irrigation wells at [11,36], [25,17], [19,39], [18,31], and [18,42]. These designs were chosen as
‘optimal’ since the utilities of the town and agricultural developer are relatively high for these
designs. With these designs, the annual pumping cost of the town well is relatively low, while
the 10-year net profit for the agricultural developer is relatively high. Thus, both stakeholders
will be satisfied with one or more of the boxed designs across all truth models.
A Pareto front is made up of the set of designs that cannot be changed to better one
stakeholder’s outcome without making the other stakeholder’s outcome worse. That is, it is
impossible to achieve the best outcome for one stakeholder without resulting in a trade-off at the
expense of the other stakeholder. The value of using a Pareto front is to find solutions that may
optimize the outcome for both stakeholders simultaneously. For each trade-off plot in Figures 7a7f, a dashed line is shown to indicate where the Pareto front lies in relation to the positions of
each design point on the plot. By identifying the Pareto front in each trade-off plot, a balance of
cost and benefit experienced by the town and agricultural developer can be evaluated for each of
the designs that optimize the outcomes for the town and agricultural developer.
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Figures 7a-7f. A series of trade-off plots showing the parameter of interest (POI) for the agricultural
developer and town. The agricultural developer’s POI, 10 -year net profit ($), is shown on the vertical
axis. The town’s POI, projected head in the town well (m), is shown on the horizontal axis. Figure 7a
shows the trade-off plot for the equal-likelihood of occurrence for each design. Figures 7b-7f show the
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trade-off plots for model outcomes weighted against Truth Models 1-5. Designs that appear in Figure 8
are boxed in Figures 7b-7f.

Initially, it is assumed that decision-makers would be provided with 50 models per
agricultural design. With the traditional, single-model approach, decision-makers would choose
one model out of the total 50 for one agricultural design, presumably based on its fit to the data,
or by identifying an advocacy model in the ensemble. The model that decision-makers ultimately
choose may be based on the maximin or maximax approach to either reduce their loss or
maximize their gains, respectively. With the provided likelihoods associated with each model,
thresholds can be established to eliminate low-likelihood models from the decision-making
process. With a rational approach, decision-makers would choose to use the likelihood weighted
average prediction of the head in the town well when selecting an agricultural design. However,
decision-makers may be more likely to consider models that result in unfavorable/favorable
outcomes since the stakes are much greater in those scenarios. To analyze the trade-off
associated with each agricultural design, the variation between the head in the town well and the
10-year agricultural net profit between single models chosen for multiple designs should be
assessed. By weighting a model result against a single truth model, the trade-off associated with
that model result can be determined. For instance, a model result may predict a desirable
outcome for each stakeholder, but the likelihood of that model may be low, indicating that the
results of that model are not representative of the actual behavior of the aquifer being modeled.
Furthermore, using different truth models to weight the prediction of a single model can result in
several different likelihoods. Because of this, the uncertainty associated with each agricultural
design is underrepresented when using a single-model approach. Rather, incorporating multiple
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models into the decision-making process allows decision-makers to characterize the level of
uncertainty built into each agricultural design.

Discussion
Using a Truth Model to Weight Model Likelihoods
Because of the differences that exist between model results in an ensemble for one
agricultural design, the town and agricultural developer may be wary of the accuracy of those
predicted outcomes. However, due to variability in parameter values, model uncertainty will
always result in different models in the ensemble, which will thus project different outcomes for
the same agricultural design. Model uncertainty arises from the challenge of measuring
hydrologic parameters with sufficient accuracy and precision. For instance, hydraulic
conductivity (K) can vary by orders of magnitude. Furthermore, there are limitations in
resolution of parameter values due to the physical size and degree of variability (i.e.
heterogeneities and representative elementary areas (REAs)) within a natural system. Notably,
the stakeholders’ models use a single numerical value to define each of the hydrologic
parameters in each grid cell. With each grid cell having an area of 1,000,000 m2, it is extremely
unlikely that K, evapotranspiration (ET), or other hydrologic parameters in an area of that size
equal a single value. Because of limitations in computational power and time, only a few
parameter values representing the variety of true parameter values of a real-physical system can
be chosen to build a model. Condensing a distribution of parameter values into a single number
incorporates uncertainty into any model’s result.
To account for the uncertainty of each model, a truth model incorporating synthetic head
data can be introduced to adjust model outcome likelihoods. In doing so, the likelihoods of each
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ensemble model can be used to determine the overall utility of an agricultural design for an
assumed truth condition. A truth model provides head measurements in two cells in the model
domain, prior to any agricultural activity; pumping from the town well is still ongoing in the
truth model. The better the models are at simulating the head data presented in the truth model,
the higher the models’ outputs are weighted. Once the likelihood of each ensemble model head
prediction in the town well is determined, the likelihood weighted average head prediction in the
town well associated with a proposed agricultural design can be determined.
In Figure 7b, the likelihood weighted averages of the head in the town well of each of the
30 agricultural designs are shown on a trade-off plot. On that trade-off plot is the associated
utility of the town and agricultural developer for each likelihood weighted average of each
design. The utility of the town is determined by the head in their town well, with higher head
measurements associated with higher utilities. As for the agricultural developer, higher net
profits over ten years is related to higher utilities for them. To further analyze the utility of each
stakeholder for each agricultural design, a Pareto front (represented by a blue dashed line) was
produced in Figure 7b. The Pareto front of a trade-off plot identifies the points (in this case,
likelihood weighted averages of the agricultural designs) that maximize the utility of each
stakeholder. In other words, the designs that create the Pareto front maximize either the
agricultural developer’s 10-year net profit or the head in the town well. However, it is not
guaranteed that a single design exists that optimizes the utility for the town and agricultural
developer simultaneously. Because of this, decisions made by using the Pareto front are often
subjective.
To avoid suboptimal designs, only points that fall on the Pareto front should be chosen.
Therefore, decision-makers may try to find a set of Pareto front designs that best optimize the
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interests of both stakeholders. Using that approach, points located in the middle of the Pareto
front on Figure 7b may be considered. From the agricultural developer’s perspective, they would
tend to prefer designs that fall on the Pareto front, starting with those that appear on the top right
region of the plot, then moving towards the bottom left of the dashed linein Figure 7b. The
agricultural developer will choose to stop moving towards the bottom right when they reach a
value of the 10-year net profit they do not wish to fall below. From the town’s perspective, they
would move from the bottom left region of the plot towards the top right of the plot, guided by
the points on Figure 7b. The town will choose to stop moving towards the top right when they
reach their threshold annual pumping cost of $610K (resulting from a head measurement of 70
m) for their town well. By following this process, the designs in the Pareto front that fall within
the bounds chosen by the town and agricultural developer result in outcomes that consider
optimizing the interests of both stakeholders, simultaneously.
Five designs that fall within the optimal bounds on the Pareto front, boxed in blue in
Figure 7b, each simulate growing pistachio (triangle-shaped markers) with an irrigation well
installed at the following locations: [11,36], [25,17], [19,39], [18,42], and [18,31]. Depending on
the decision-making approach that the town and agricultural developer want to take, different
designs amongst these five can be chosen. If the town wishes to take a maximin approach, then
the design with an irrigation well at [25,17] would be chosen. That design predicts the lowest
head in the town well of the five boxed designs. Therefore, the town can prepare for the worstcase scenario regarding the amount of water available to them. Alternatively, the town may take
a maximax approach and choose the design with an irrigation well at [19,39] since that design
predicts the highest head in the town well.
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From the agricultural developer’s perspective, a maximin decision-making approach
would lead them to choose the design with an irrigation well at [19,39]. With that design, the
agricultural developer’s 10-year net profit is the lowest, which considers their worst outcome. On
the other hand, a maximax approach would have the agricultural developer select the design with
an irrigation well at [25,17]. With that design, their 10-year net profit is the largest, showing that
the agricultural developer wishes to maximize their utility as much as possible.
The remaining three designs with irrigation wells at [11,36], [18,42], and [18,31]
represent a median approach to the decision-making process. Those designs predict head
measurements in the town well that fall between the range of predictions defined by the designs
[19,39] and [25,17]. Furthermore, these three designs fall between the range of agricultural net
profit defined by designs [19,39] and [25,17], as well. Although these three designs fall between
the maximin and maximax designs, those two methods can be used when selecting a design
within the median approach. If the town wants to take a maximin approach within the three
median designs, then either [18,42] or [18,31] designs would be chosen since they predict the
same lower town well head value than the [11,36] design. For a maximax approach within the
median designs, design [11,36] would be chosen by the town since it simulates the highest head
in the town well. For the agricultural developer, taking a maximin approach within the median
designs would result in choosing design [18,42]. With that design, the lowest 10-year net profit
would be the most likely outcome. Alternatively, a maximax approach within the median designs
would lead the agricultural developer to choose design [11,36] since that design results in the
highest utility (10-year net profit) for them.
Another way to use the Pareto front is to focus on maximizing the utility of one
stakeholder so they can afford to provide compensation for the other. For instance, the town may
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agree to a design that results in their well’s pumping cost exceeding $610K if the agricultural
developer agrees to reimburse the town for incurred costs from extensive pumping and/or
receiving delivered water from a different source. Since there are multiple Pareto optimal designs
to choose from, there is no clear-cut solution when selecting a design in the Pareto front. The
final decision can be, and typically is, heavily influenced by the preferences of each stakeholder.

Decision-Making under Uncertainty
When additional truth models are incorporated into the modeling analysis, decisionmakers become more informed on the degree of uncertainty associated with each agricultural
design. However, being more informed does not mean that the decision-making process will be
easier. To demonstrate the variability and uncertainty of model results for a group of agricultural
designs, Figure 8 shows the trade-off plot of five designs chosen from Figures 7b-7f (boxed in
the figures) that simultaneously optimize the POIs for the town and agricultural developer
weighted against the five truth models. The well locations associated with the five designs
chosen are: [11,36], [19,39], [18,31], [18,42], and [25,17]. The crop simulated for each of those
locations is pistachio. The five optimal designs have their likelihoods of occurrence weighted
against Truth Models 1-5. Each potential irrigation well location is represented by a different
shape. Triangle, square, diamond, rectangle, and circle points correspond to the locations
[11,36], [19,39], [18,31], [18,42], and [25,17], respectively. Additionally, each truth model used
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to weight ensemble model outcomes are represented by a different color. Blue, red, yellow,
green, and orange correspond to Truth Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Although the same five designs are shown in Figure 8, the predicted outcomes associated
with each design exhibit substantial variation depending on which truth model was used to weigh
the model outputs. This process of incorporating additional head measurements to account for

Figure 8. A weighted-likelihood trade-off plot showing the POI for the agricultural developer and town.
The trade-off plot shows the five optimal designs determined from Figures 7b-7f. The likelihoods of the
five optimal designs are weighted against Truth Models 1-5.The projected head in the town well (m) is
shown on the horizontal axis, while the 10-year net profit ($) for the agricultural developer is shown on
the vertical axis.

as many outcomes as possible is necessary. The more informed a model is, the more likely its
projected outcomes will become true. However, it may lead to even more uncertainty when
choosing the “right” option for both stakeholders.
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When weighted against the data provided in Truth Model 5, the design for growing
pistachios with an irrigation well at [19,39] results in a projected pumping cost of almost $640K
for the town well. If that design were chosen and the outcome determined with Truth Model 5
occurred, the long-term pumping costs would be too large for the town to afford. When different
data is used to weigh the same model results, the variation in those model results can lead to
even more uncertainty on how each stakeholder should proceed. For example, growing pistachio
with an irrigation well at [19,39] resulted in a town well pumping cost of $595K when model
results were weighted against Truth Model 1. Between Truth Models 1 and 5, decision-makers
may choose to select a design based on the truth model that leads to the best/worst outcomes. In
this case, if the town wishes to take a maximax (most optimistic) approach while the agricultural
developer wants to take a maxmin (risk averse) approach, then growing pistachios with an
irrigation well at [19,39] weighted against Truth Model1 would be chosen. With that design
weighted against Truth Model 1, the head in the town well is maximized while the 10-year net
profit for the agricultural developer is the lowest of those five designs shown on Figure 8.
However, if the agricultural developer changes their approach to maximax, like the town, then
the design that would be chosen is growing pistachio with an irrigation well at [25,17] weighted
against Truth Model 5 (Figure 8). Depending on the approach taken by each stakeholder, one
truth model may be favored over the other depending on each stakeholder’s goal and the specific
agricultural design being analyzed.
If decision-makers want to consider Truth Models 1 and 5 simultaneously, they may
decide to take the average of the corresponding model results shown in Figure 8. By taking the
averages between the results weighted against Truth Model 1 and 5, the new head predictions in
the town well are equally represented by the weighting provided by each of those two truth
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models. Then, based on those averages, an agricultural design may be selected. However, if
model results for a design vary greatly depending on which truth model is used for weighting,
then the average of those results may not accurately represent the possible outcomes associated
with that design. For instance, design [19,39] in Figure 8 shows the greatest variability in town
well head predictions when results are weighted with Truth Model 1 verses Truth Model 5.
Because of this, taking that average may undermine the variability that exists between Truth
Models 1 and 5 for that agricultural design.
The primary challenges of incorporating a second truth model into the decision-making
process is deciding which truth model should be trusted over the other, or if both truth models
should be considered equally. With just a single truth model, there is only one likelihood
weighted average town well head prediction for each agricultural design. Therefore, the process
of choosing an agricultural design only needs to consider the desired outcomes of each
stakeholder. However, incorporating two truth models into the decision-making process
necessitates the analysis of two head results for a single agricultural design. Deciding how those
two results will be used to analyze the outcome of a single design is subjective. Therefore,
operating under the additional uncertainty created by two truth models can become complicated.
Yet, considering two truth models versus ones provides better insight of the possible outcomes
associated with each agricultural design.

Single-Model Outcome to Model Ensemble Outcomes
In most instances, stakeholders have only a single model to use to determine predicted
outcomes and guide the decision-making process. In this case, the agricultural developer may
approach the town with a model outcome showing the projected head in the town well for a
single agricultural design. In this preliminary stage, there is only the single model result to guide
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both stakeholders in the decision-making process. At this point, what the model predicts must be
considered true since there is no additional information to inform the model result. However,
stakeholders may be deterred from believing a model result that projects a negative outcome for
them. In this case, the model result presented by the agricultural developer may predict a lower
head measurement in the town well than the town wishes to have. If that is the case, the town
may come back with an alternative model result of their own, showing a different agricultural
design that maximizes the head in their town well. However, the agricultural developer may be
convinced that the town’s model result neglects to consider the agricultural developer’s desired
profit.
To provide model results that cater to both the town and agricultural developer, a model
ensemble consisting of multiple models (in this case, 50) can be used to incorporate advocacy
models for both parties. To produce these models, different combinations of representative
parameter values can be used to consider the natural variability that exists in parameter
measurements. By doing so, a larger variety of possible model outcomes for a single agricultural
design can be used in the decision-making process to explore the variation in the utilities for the
town and agricultural developer. Although each stakeholder may find model outcomes that
appeal towards their interests, these advocacy models don’t address the issue of uncertainty in
the model results. At this stage, each of the 50 models in the ensemble have the same likelihood
of occurring, thus the quality of each model result is not being weighted against additional data
collected on the ‘real-life’ aquifer. To use data to assess the quality of model results, a truth
model can be used to weight the likelihoods of each ensemble model.
Once the weighted likelihoods of the ensemble models are determined, a similar process
of selecting an agricultural design used with the likelihood weighted average model results can
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be used here. Now that there are 50 model results for each design, decision-makers may decide
to eliminate certain models from the decision-making process based on their likelihood. If a
model likelihood is low, decision-makers may choose to not consider that model since the
chance of that outcome being true is so low. For instance, the model ensemble for the wheat
design with an irrigation well at [18,18] was weighted against Truth Model 2. Those weighted
likelihoods for each ensemble model are shown in Figure 3b. The lowest likelihoods shown in
Figure 3b are equal to 3.24E-10. Since that likelihood is so low, decision-makers may choose to
not consider those models when picking a design. After eliminating low-likelihood models,
decision-makers may choose a maximin or maximax approach with the remaining models. By
only looking at models with higher likelihoods, either the best or worst plausible models can be
identified for each design.
If decision-makers choose to not eliminate low-likelihood models, or any models from
the ensemble, then they may select a design based on the overall best or worst outcome,
regardless of the chance of those outcomes being true. From this perspective, a stakeholder
would prioritize the result of the model over its likelihood of being true. With that mindset, a
stakeholder with a strong bias towards optimism would convince themselves that the pay-off of
choosing the design with the best overall outcome is so high that it is worth taking the risk of that
outcome not coming to fruition. Another approach to be used, previously described in the last
two sections, is the likelihood weighted average. If decision-makers wish to reduce the 50 results
into a single result for a design, then the likelihood weighted average can be determined to
calculate a single, representative town well value.
In addition to the maximin and maximax approaches, decision-makers can take a model
centroid approach. With a model centroid approach, the distribution of model ensemble results
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for a design is analyzed to find the region with the least variability in town well head predictions.
Then, the median head value within that region is chosen (approach described in Figure 4). By
isolating the area where model results are tightly clustered together, decision-makers can look at
the head values that are predicted the most by a model ensemble for a specific design. Paired
with the weighted model likelihoods, decision-makers can determine if the clustered head
predictions in the town well are produced by accurate or inaccurate models. If those clustered
head predictions have relatively high likelihoods, then decision-makers may choose to pick the
average of those values to be the head prediction in the town well for a design. If they have
relatively low likelihoods, then decision-makers may opt for a maximin or maximax approach to
determine the head in the town well for a design.

Complications without Field Data
The best way to check the quality of a model’s results is to compare those results to
actual field data. In doing so, a model’s parameters can be adjusted until the model predicts the
same outcome observed by the collected field data. However, there are limitations in the amount
and quality of measurements that can be taken to represent an actual aquifer. To address this,
multiple truth models can be incorporated to account for the uncertainty associated with
unmeasured points and heterogeneity of an aquifer. With multiple truth models, the variability in
the likelihood weighted averages amongst different model ensembles can be analyzed and used
in the decision-making process.
To identify the models associated with maximin, maximax, and model centroid
approaches, decision-makers can observe the variations of Pareto fronts shown on the trade-off
plot in Figure 9. The blue Pareto front in Figure 9 displays which designs correspond to a
maximin decision-making approach.
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Decision-makers can observe the blue Pareto front and identify which likelihood weighted
averages for which designs account for the worst outcomes for the town and agricultural
developer. Therefore, decision-makers can err on the side of caution when deciding which
agricultural design should be used in the aquifer. Using the maximin Pareto front, decisionmakers may choose to have an irrigation well at [18,18] growing pistachio since that design
accounts for the highest annual pumping cost, as a result of the lowest head projection, of the

[18,18] [11,36] [18,42] [20,6] [10,37]
[13,16] [25,17] [18,31] [13,38] [19,39]

Wheat
Pistachio

Figure 9. A trade-off plot showing all likelihood weighted averages of the ten designs
weighted against Truth Models 1-5. Each irrigation well location corresponds to a color. Circle
points show wheat designs, and triangles show pistachio designs. The blue, red, and black
dashed lines indicate the Pareto front for a maximin, maximax, and model centroid approach,
respectively.

town well and the lowest agricultural net-profit collectively when the result of that design is
weighted against the five truth models. Alternatively, decision-makers may opt for a wheat
design to maximize the head in the town well from another worst-case scenario viewpoint. For
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instance, decision-makers could be inclined to choose to grow wheat with an irrigation well at
[25,17]. Figure 9 indicates that this design yields a higher head in the town well when weighted
against each truth model than the heads predicted from pistachio grown with an irrigation well at
[18,18]. Therefore, that worst-case scenario with wheat would favor the town more than the
worst-case scenario with pistachio. However, the agricultural developer would have a
substantially lower profit growing wheat when compared to growing pistachio. Depending on the
conditions set in place by each stakeholder, thresholds on head level in the town well and
agricultural net profit can narrow down which designs are optimal within the maximin decisionmaking scope. For instance, if the town does not want the annual pumping cost of the town well
to exceed $590K in the worst case scenario, most of the designs would be limited to growing
wheat. However, the agricultural developer may state that they must make a 10-year net profit no
less than $400K. Observing Figure 9, the only designs that would appease the agricultural
developer are those growing pistachio. Although there are clearly-defined designs that lie on the
Pareto front, decision-makers may repeat the modeling process and try to create a design that
falls in a desired region on the maximin Pareto front. In doing so, a new design informed by the
results of the pre-existing designs may be created as the better option that agrees the with
conditions of both stakeholders.
Decision-makers may also choose to use a maximax decision-making approach. In Figure
9, the Pareto front for this strategy is shown as a red dashed line. The maximax Pareto front
indicates the designs that have the biggest pay off for each stakeholder. With this optimistic
approach, decision-makers would be persuaded to select from designs that project a large head
measurement in the town well and agricultural net profit. Rather than preparing for the potential
worst outcome, decision-makers are aiming to take advantage of the best possible outcomes.
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Hence, decision-makers would most likely choose to grow pistachio with an irrigation well at
[13,38]. With the likelihood weighted average of that design, the agricultural net profit would be
no less than approximately $967K. Although Figure 9 shows the annual pumping cost of the
town well for that design varying approximately between $585K and $605K amongst the
different truth models, decision-makers would ‘expect’ the pumping cost for the town well to be
$585K with a maximax mindset. Again, if decision-makers felt that the existing designs on the
maximax Pareto front were not optimizing the best outcome for both stakeholders, variations of
those existing designs may be produced to explore different options that may result in more
desirable outcomes.
Another strategy to be used by decision-makers is a model centroid approach. With this
approach, decision-makers would strongly consider designs that show little variation when
weighted against the Truth Models. Hence, decision-makers would aim to reduce the amount of
uncertainty associated with a model result to decrease the chance of an unexpected and/or
unwanted outcome. Figure 9 shows a black dashed line where the Pareto front lies with respect
to a model centroid strategy. The model centroid Pareto front passes through the center of the
likelihood weighted average results of each low-variable design. With this approach, decisionmakers may reason to choose growing wheat with an irrigation well at [11,36] or growing
pistachio with an irrigation well located at [18,18] or [20,6]. Although this strategy considers
model uncertainty, it does not focus on a risk averse or risk tolerance approach. Therefore,
decision-makers may look to couple the model centroid approach with a maximin/maximax
strategy to accommodate the specific concerns that each stakeholder may have. Hence, decisionmakers may have head level and/or agricultural profit conditions to focus on a specific set of
likelihood weighted averages that lie on the model centroid Pareto front. If decision-makers are
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dissatisfied with the quality of results shown with the current set of designs, additional truth
models or entirely different truth models may be used to re-calculate the likelihood weighted
average of each design. By reducing the variability of likelihood weighted averages between the
truth models, decision-makers may feel more comfortable in making a choice knowing that the
chance of an unexpected outcome happening is decreased.
A limitation of using multiple truth models in place of actual field data is the absence of
having a measured output against which to calibrate model. Multiple truth models provide
information on the variability within each agricultural design depending on which synthetic data
it is compared to. However, actual measurements collected from the aquifer are not being used.
Therefore, head predictions produced by the truth models can only be inferred by looking at a
distribution of possible hydrologic parameter values. If those parameter values are not accurately
nor precisely determined, then even more uncertainty will be built into the ensemble model
results. Furthermore, incorporating too little or too many truth models can hinder the decisionmaking process. If there are not enough truth models used as a substitute for field data, then
decision-makers run the risk of not effectively considering the several possible outcomes
associated with an agricultural design. On the other hand, if too many truth models are used, then
it could become nearly impossible to make sense of what the truest outcomes will most likely be.
Depending on the hydrologic system being modeled and the accuracy of the parameters used to
generate truth models, the number of truth models needed to make a confident decision in
groundwater allocation can vary significantly.
Despite their limitations, multiple truth models provide valuable information for
decision-makers when field data is not available. By using truth models, the likelihoods of
ensemble model results can be determined, and possible risks can be avoided. Furthermore,
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agricultural designs that show extreme variability amongst multiple truth models can be removed
to reduce the amount of uncertainty decision-makers have to deal with. When using hydrologic
models to create forecasts that determine future water use, it is always in the decision-makers’
best interest to use as much information as possible to make the most educated choice.
With multiple truth models and different decision-making approaches, how do
stakeholders come to a decision? To find a decision that appeals to each stakeholder and their
decision-making approach, Figure 8—showing the likelihood weighted averages of five pistachio
designs weighted against all five truth models—can be used. On that trade-off plot, different
Pareto fronts can be made to represent the different decision-making approaches taken by the
town. For the town’s interests, Figure 10 shows three Pareto fronts for each of the decisionmaking approaches. The blue, dashed Pareto front shows which designs result in their highest
pumping costs (maximin). The black, dashed Pareto front shows which designs fall in the middle
of the results’ distribution, showing their median pumping costs (model centroid). Lastly, the
red, dashed Pareto front shows the designs with their lowest pumping costs (maximax).
From the agricultural developer’s point of view, their utility relies on the profitability of
each design. Therefore, different regions of the trade-off plot in Figure 10, not dependent on
Pareto fronts, would result in different ag outcomes. With a maximin decision-making approach,
the ag developer would look to find the highest net profit out of the overall lowest net profits.
For example, the ag net profits for pistachio shown in Figure 9 range from ~$780K to ~$1.2M.
The lowest net profits result from the [18,18], [10,37], and [19,39] pistachio designs. To
maximize their lowest net profit, the ag developer would look at those three designs and choose
the highest net profit out of that group of overall lowest net profits. Designs [18,18], [10,37], and
[19,39] result in net profits of ~$780K, ~$810K, and ~$850K, respectively. Since design [19,39]
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has the highest net profit out of this group of the overall lowest net profits, the ag developers
would choose [19,39] with a maximin decision-making approach (shown in the dashed, blue
rectangle). That design would yield the greatest value of the lowest net profits shown in Figure 9.
Because of this, it represents the lowest net profit of the other designs shown in Figure 10. For a
model centroid approach, the design with an irrigation well at [11,36] (shown in the dashed,
black rectangle) would result in a median profit. Lastly, taking a maximax approach would result
in choosing the design with an irrigation well at [25,17] since that design yields the highest profit
(shown in the dashed, red rectangle).

Figure 10. A trade-off plot of likelihood weighted averages of the five pistachio designs from
Figure 8 weighted against all five truth models. The dashed lines and rectangles show the Pareto
fronts and preferred designs of the town and ag developer, respectively, depending on their
decision-making approaches.

Now, using the town’s Pareto fronts with the ag developer’s rectangles on Figure 10,
designs that overlap within those features represent choices that would appeal to both
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stakeholders. For example, if both the town and the ag developer took a maximin decisionmaking approach, the design that would be chosen out of the pistachio designs on Figure 10
would have an irrigation well at [19,39]. This is because that design is the only one which lies on
the blue Pareto front and inside the blue rectangle. With this approach, both stakeholders’
interests are accounted for. Another decision-making scenario could be the town taking a model
centroid approach while the ag developer still stays with a maximin approach. If that were the
case, then the design with an irrigation well at [19,39] would still be chosen. This design lies on
the black Pareto front and within the blue rectangle, satisfying the different decision-making
approaches.
This method is useful in merging the interests of both stakeholders to reach a final
decision, yet it is not always full-proof. For instance, if the town takes a maximax approach but
the ag developer takes a model centroid or maximin approach, then none of the designs on the
trade-off plot overlap with the town’s maximax Pareto front and the ag’s model centroid or
maximin rectangles. If neither stakeholder is willing to change their approach, the decisionmaking process may reach a standstill. If that were the case, valuable information could still be
provided by Figure 10 to reach a conclusive decision. The current designs on Figure 10 could be
slightly adjusted to shift the town’s overall pumping costs to the left on the trade-off plot. This
can be done either by introducing more synthetic or actual head measurements into the analysis
or by changing the possible locations of the irrigation well.

Future Modifications
At this stage, the only components subject to change within each design are the crop and
irrigation well location. If stakeholders wanted to incorporate different aspects of the agricultural
designs into the modeling process, it may be suggested to model the farm field in different
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locations to include more outcomes in the decision-making analysis. Additionally, the stream
that runs across the surface of the model domain has yet to be accounted for. If environmental
stakeholders associated with the town or a third party were to get involved, models may be
required to predict the stage and the number of particles from agricultural runoff that end up in
the stream. As with analyzing the potential impacts the agricultural developer has on the town’s
water supply, a similar route can be taken to assess the impact that the agricultural developer
may have on the stream. The utility for an environmental stakeholder may be based on the water
quality of the stream, with their utility decreasing with the increasing stream particle capture of
agricultural runoff. With a third interest acting in the decision-making process, additional
advocacy models would need to be created to fully address the environmental well-being of the
stream. The utilities and associated likelihoods of model outcomes could be analyzed across each
of the agricultural designs to reach the most informed decision for allowing/disallowing
agricultural development.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to know with full certainty which decision is the right one.
Because of the extensive variability that exists within modeling hydrologic systems, there will
always be some degree of uncertainty intrinsically present during the decision-making process.
Although incorporating multiple models into the decision-making process can lead to additional
ambiguity and uncertainty when compared to a single model approach, the dangers of oversimplifying a hydrologic system and the unforeseen risks that water resources may be subject to
should not be ignored for the sake of making a “quick and easy” decision. When it comes to
managing groundwater in arid climates, the decision-making process should be rigorous.
Decision-makers should struggle with the what-ifs pertaining to the different possible fates of a
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water resource. Water will always be invaluable, and its transactions chosen in the decisionmaking process should always reflect that.

Conclusion
As the need for groundwater resources in arid and semi-arid regions increases, the ability
of stakeholders to make well-informed decisions about the use of those resources is essential.
Predictive hydrologic modeling is an extremely useful tool to assess various scenarios of the
long-term effects of anthropogenic activities on a groundwater system. In this study, the potential
impact of an agricultural irrigation well on a town’s municipal water supply was forecasted.
With those forecasts, optimal potential irrigation well locations that satisfied the concerns of both
stakeholders, the town and agricultural developer, were identified. The ability to use predictive
modeling to find common ground between the competing interests of multiple stakeholders
demonstrates the benefit of incorporating hydrologic modeling into the decision-making process.
Disputes between competing stakeholders can be better managed when there is some initial
knowledge of how each stakeholder’s actions could impact a groundwater system. Thus, using a
hydrologic model to produce forecasts can enable decision makers to better prepare for the
future. To achieve mutual understanding among private stakeholders, regulatory agencies, and
environmental longevity, hydrologic modeling should be incorporated into the decision-making
process to allow for the full consideration of all potential outcomes with respect to the biases of
all parties involved.
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